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1. Introduction 
 

The CENSAM Cyberinfrastructure (CCI) is not intended to serve as a universal data repository 

for CENSAM and associated projects. We therefore utilize a federated data storage model in 

which individual research projects within CENSAM will provide their own data storage either on 

standard file servers or in relational database management systems (RDBMS). For prototyping 

purposes, the Cyberinfrastructure team has implemented a data repository utilizing initial sensor 

data from the Urban Airshed Project. The prototype CENSAM Data Repository (CDR) will 

remain a separate entity from the CCI, and architecturally it will behave as a peer to other 

federated project data repositories within CENSAM. 

 

 

2. The urban meteorology data 
 

The data collection for the Urban Airshed Project involves time series measurements of 

temperature and humidity that are stored in the memory of the weather stations and are 

periodically downloaded via a USB cable. The data is downloaded from the weather station in 

proprietary HoBo file format and converted into a CSV format in the laboratory. The data is used 

to generate a CFD simulation of the urban micro climate. A total of about 60 weather stations are 

deployed in Punggol Singapore area. Currently 32 weather stations are registered in the Urban 

Meteorology CDR.  

 

The CDR was originally designed for a data repository utilizing initial sensor data from the test 

deployment in the Punggol HDB area. The sensor data includes humidity and temperature time 

series data collected using a micro weather station manufactured by Onset Computer Corporation.  

And later, the database was extended to handle the time series of rain sensor, wind sensor and 

radiation sensor data as the urban meteorology team extended types of sensor included in 

different types of weather station.  

 

 

3. Features provided by CDR 
 

The Urban Meteorology CDR has mechanisms for data submission and publication. The CDR 

was originally designed for the purpose of providing a user-friendly interface for data submission 

by a data provider who is not familiar to the architecture of the CDR and its backend database 

management systems. Therefore the data upload function was the most essential feature of the 

Urban Meteorology CDR. During data uploading, the server-side web-based application provides 

basic data checking using a step-by-step web-interface to avoid duplication of redundant data 

and injection of errors from the raw sensor data.  

 

The second feature of the CDR is consistent data management. It provides basic and advanced 

query interfaces so that the researcher can search, filter, edit, review, export, and print data from 

the CDR using the web-based query interface. The advanced search interface provides a 
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combination of queries. The search result can be exported into several popular file formats such 

as Excel, Word, XML, CSV, and PDF so that the user can download data from CDR to their 

local storage. 

 

The third feature of the CDR is the visualization of data using interactive graphing and the 

comparison of multiple time series. The CDR interactive graph can be used for quick scanning of 

data to understand trends or for a visual inspection of the data. The capability of the interactive 

graphing to handle multiple time series is useful when the user needs to compare data sets from 

different dates or different locations.  

 

The CDR also provides overview page of stored dataset with geographical visualization of 

deployed weather stations on interactive graphical map.  

 

 

4. System information 
 

 Application interface: Web-based 

 Backend database: PostgreSQL 

 Web programing: PHP, Apache2, JavaScript, PostgreSQL Maestro, HTML5 and CSS 

 

 

5. Quick start guide 
 

 Web browser support: Latest version of Firefox, Chrome, or Safari. Only Internet 

Explorer (IE) has compatibility issue with graph plotting. We recommend not using IE. 

 Web site address: http://weather.censam.org 

 Authentication: User name and password is censam / ci 

 Dates of data stored in the database: 24 March 2010 – 3 June 2010 

 Station number of data stored: #1 – #32 

 Data stored in the database: Sensor information, Time series of temperature and humidity 

 

The server-side application of CDR provides a web-based user interface for the data provider to 

upload a dataset into the CDR’s backend database.  

Username and password are requested to access the web service. Please use ‘censam’ for 

username and ‘ci’ for password.  

 

 

http://weather.censam.org/
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Figure 1. Authentication 

 

Web-based application interface of the Urban Meteorology CDR is composed with following 

menu items. 

 

List of menu 

 Home 

 Plot by Date 

 Plot by Station 

 Submit New Data 

 Deployment Information 

 Sensor Data Visualization (sample) 

 Query Interface 

 

Following figures shows each page for the menu items.  
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 Home: overview page of weather stations 

The front page of the Urban Meteorology CDR shows overview of the current status of 

weather stations deployed in Punggol Singapore area. 

 

 
Figure 2. The front page of the Urban Meteorology CDR. 
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 Plot by Date: plotting interface for multiple sensors by date.  

This interactive form allows the user to select the date they are interested in viewing and 

which weather stations are of interest. 

 

 
Figure 3. The web-based interface for interactive graphing of sensor data by date 
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If the user picks a date from the interactive calendar interface but does not select any 

sensors, the plot will show the average value of the sensor data for all sensors stored in 

the CDR. 

 

 
Figure 4. Plot shows overall average value of sensor data for the data among all sensors stored in the CDR.  
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When the user picks a date from the interactive calendar interface, the check boxes next 

to those sensors with data for the selected date will become selectable.  The user can 

select multiple sensors to look at and the interactive graph will plot the time series so that 

the user can compare values from the selected sensors. The graph also provides 

interactive zooming and panning capability. 

 

 
Figure 5. A multiple sensors plot where the user can compare values from multiple sensors.  
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 Plot by Station: plotting interface for multiple dates by sensor station 

The Plot by Station interface works very similarly to the Plot by Date interface. The user 

first selects the Station they are interested in analyzing. Then they can select one or more 

dates to compare. Only those dates where data exists are selectable on the calendar 

interface. 

 

 
Figure 6. This is the similar interface but the plotting interface by station.  
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When the user first selects a Station to examine, the default plot showing overall average 

values of the station for all dates stored in the CDR is generated. 

 

 
Figure 7. Default plot showing overall average values of the station for whole dates stored in the CDR. 
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Once the user has selected the Station they are interested in, the user can then select 

specific dates to compare and examine using the calendar interface. The calendar 

interface will only allow the use to pick dates where data is available.  

 

 
Figure 8. A plot of multiple dates for the same sensor so that the user can compare values.  
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 Submit New Data: web-based interface for uploading new data set 

This page provides step-by-step interface for the submission of new data. Currently the 

CDR supports submission of temperature, humidity, rain, and wind data. The web 

interface shows the different steps depending on the data types being submitted to the 

CDR. The server-side Web application conducts a basic check for redundancy and 

consistency of the data set by comparison of the data set with data stored in CDR.  

 

 
Figure 9. This is a web-based interface for uploading new data.  
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 Deployment Information: overview of deployment and uploaded data sets. 

The deployment information includes basic information about data submission into the 

CDR including sampling date and time and associated filenames. Associated files are 

stored in a directory on the CDR for the purpose of backup and provenance. 

 

 
Figure 10. The ‘Deployment Information’ page shows current status of submitted data sets.  
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 Sensor Data Visualization: Adobe Flesh style visualization of sensor data. 

The user can select any raw in the aforementioned Deployment Information page to 

visualize in a time series of the selected sensor.   

 

 
Figure 11. Different style of sensor data visualization. 
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 Query interface: Simple and advanced query interface with export of data from CDR. 

This page enables the user to query the CDR. There is sub-menu in left column of the 

page that allows the user to select the data type being queried. The interface provides 

simple query of sensor information, sensor data, and deploy information. It also provides 

print and export capabilities. 

 

 
Figure 12. The interface provides simple query of sensor information, sensor data, and deploy information.  
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In addition to the simple query interface described above, an advanced search capability 

has been added for more complex searches. 

 

 
Figure 13. Advanced search interface provides combination of filtering data set. 
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Data can be dispalyed in a printer friendly format. It can also be downloaded in a variety 

of common formats; Excel, Word, PDS, CVS and XML. 

 

 
Figure 14. Printer friendly output of filtered data set. 


